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Can We Trust the BBC?
This book asks a big question: can we trust
the BBC? As the most famous media brand
in the world, the BBC is growing bigger
and more powerful every year. Its
reputation depends on honest and accurate
journalism. But this book argues that the
Corporations own pervasive political
culture imperils its impartiality. It
demonstrates how some groups and
viewpoints get favourable treatment while
others are left out in the cold.The book
examines the concept of public sector
broadcasting and asks if that has come to
mean simply radio and television free of
commercial bias. It argues that there are
other hidden persuadersthat we the
audience should be alert to. Drawing on the
authors twenty-five years as a BBC
reporter and executive, the books blends
analysis and sharp polemic to paint a vivid
picture of life inside the news machine
from a uniquely privileged point of view. It
also tells the story of how the BBC
responded to a dissident in its own
ranks.Robin Aitken responds to the
criticism of the book by many ex-BBC
employees through the media spectrum on
its initial publication, and details his
correspondence with current employees
over his decision to publish. This book is a
timely contribution to the ongoing debate
about public broadcasting.
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Choice Edition
Can We Still Trust the BBC? - Robin Aitken - 9781472900890 - Allen Robin Aitken is a former BBC reporter and
journalist. He spent twenty-five years working across all levels within the corporation, from local radio to the Today
programme. Can We Still Trust the BBC? - Bloomsbury Publishing Robin Aitken is a former BBC reporter and
journalist. He spent twenty-five years working across all levels within the corporation, from local radio to the Today
programme. Can We Trust the BBC? by Robin Aitken Reviews, Discussion This programme is not currently
available on BBC iPlayer down by the police and will never be able to trust them again, from a football-loving BBC Can We Trust The Opinion Polls? - Media Centre commercial bias. It argues that there are other `hidden persuaders`
that we the audience should be alert to. Drawing on the author`s twenty-five years as a BBC Can We Still Trust the
BBC? - Bloomsbury Publishing Can We Still Trust the BBC?: Robin Aitken: 9781472900890 On Tuesday, Lord
Patten of Barnes, chairman of the BBC Trust, will once again face his tormentors on the Commons Culture Media and
Sport Can We Still Trust the BBC? eBook: Robin Aitken: The scandals that have rocked the BBC have touched the
corporation from top to bottom. As the revelations about Jimmy Savile unfold and shock the nation, Can We Trust the
BBC?: Robin Aitken: Continuum - Bloomsbury Former BBC correspondent Robin Aitken has written a stimulating
book on his experiences of working in the BBC - Can we trust the BBC? Can We Trust the BBC?: Robin Aitken Cookies on the BBC website. The BBC has updated its cookie policy. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the
best experience on our BBC Radio 4 - Can We Trust the Opinion Polls? - Available now If you have just spent
several minutes shouting at the television - perhaps this time over the racist filth being broadcast care of the BBCs White
Season - its BBC - The Editors: Trusting the BBC The scandals that have rocked the BBC have touched the
corporation from top to bottom. As the revelations about Jimmy Savile unfold and shock the nation, Can We Trust the
BBC?: Robin Aitken: Continuum - Bloomsbury David Cowling looks at the track record of polls in previous British
elections. Can we trust the BBC? openDemocracy David Cowling examines the role of opinion polling in British
politics. Can We Still Trust the BBC?: : Robin Aitken It looks as if hes now published a sequel called Can We Still
Trust the What this means is that the BBC can pretty much dictate terms when it The scandals that have rocked the
BBC have touched the corporation from top to bottom. As the revelations about Jimmy Savile unfold and shock the
nation, Can We Trust the BBC?: : Robin Aitken Cookies on the BBC website. The BBC has updated its cookie
policy. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. Can We Trust the BBC?: Robin
Aitken: Continuum - Bloomsbury As a public service broadcaster, the concept of trust is paramount. From its news
coverage to funding and political questions behind the scenes, can we trust the BBC Radio 4 - Can We Trust the
Opinion Polls?, Episode 1 You will be pleased to know that the BBCs coverage of the Arab spring was impartial. I
know, because the headline on the BBC website about Can we trust the BBC? As its slanted coverage of the Arab
Spring is Bearing in mind the sheer size and influence of the BBC, and the manner in which it is funded, this book is
very important. It is thoroughly researched, Can We Trust the BBC?: Robin Aitken: Bloomsbury Continuum In the
wake of the Jimmy Savile scandal, he considers how public sector broadcasting can survive now that public trust in the
BBC has been jeopardized. Is the BBC biased?: Can we still trust the BBC? Bearing in mind the sheer size and
influence of the BBC, and the manner in which it is funded, this book is very important. It is thoroughly researched, Can
we still trust the BBC? - Telegraph The scandals that have rocked the BBC have touched the corporation from top to
bottom. As the revelations about Jimmy Savile unfold and shock the nation, BBC Three - Can We Trust the Police?
The scandals that have rocked the BBC have touched the corporation from top to bottom. As the revelations about
Jimmy Savile unfold and shock the nation, BBC Radio 4 - Can We Trust the Opinion Polls? - Episode guide The
general election result in May came as a stunning surprise to anyone who had been giving credence to the opinion polls.
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That included most politicians, Can We Trust the BBC?: : Robin Aitken As the most famous media brand in the
world, the BBC is growing bigger and more powerful every year. Its. ?16.19. Media of Can We Still Trust the BBC?
Can We Trust the BBC?: Robin Aitken - Of course every thinking person already knew the BBC could not be
trusted, but Aiken provides the evidence from the inside. Aiken worked at the BBC for many BBC Radio 4 - Can We
Trust the Opinion Polls?, Episode 1 Cookies on the BBC website. The BBC has updated its cookie policy. We use
cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. :Customer Reviews: Can We Trust the BBC?
that we the audience should be alert to. . Aitken concludes that one cannot trust the BBC, especially not on issues
relating to Israel, the Iraq war, the European BBC Radio 4 - Can We Trust the Opinion Polls? commercial bias. It
argues that there are other `hidden persuaders` that we the audience should be alert to. Drawing on the author`s
twenty-five years as a BBC Can We Trust the BBC? Socialist Review commercial bias. It argues that there are other
`hidden persuaders` that we the audience should be alert to. Drawing on the author`s twenty-five years as a BBC
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